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An intuitive definition of causeAn intuitive definition of cause

Jim didn’t take the pill on Sept 1, 2001Jim didn’t take the pill on Sept 1, 2001
Five days later, he was aliveFive days later, he was alive

Had Jim taken the pill on Sept 1, 2001 (all Had Jim taken the pill on Sept 1, 2001 (all 
others things being equal)others things being equal)

Five days later, he would have been aliveFive days later, he would have been alive

Did the pill cause Jim’s survival? Did the pill cause Jim’s survival? 
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Notation for actual dataNotation for actual data

YY=1 if patient died, 0 otherwise=1 if patient died, 0 otherwise
YYii=1, =1, YYjj=0=0

AA=1 if patient treated, 0 otherwise=1 if patient treated, 0 otherwise
AAii=1, =1, AAjj=0=0

0000JimJim
1111IanIan
YYAAIDID
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Notation for ideal dataNotation for ideal data

YYaa==00=1 if patient would have died, had he =1 if patient would have died, had he notnot
taken the pilltaken the pill

YYii,, a=a=00=1, =1, YYjj,, a=a=00=0=0

YYaa==11=1 if patient would have died, had he taken =1 if patient would have died, had he taken 
the pillthe pill

YYii,, a=a=11=1, =1, YYjj,, a=a=11=0=0

00000000JimJim
11111111IanIan
YYaa==11YYaa==00YYAAIDID
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(Individual) Causal effect(Individual) Causal effect

For Ian: For Ian: 
Pill has a causal effect ifPill has a causal effect if YYii,, a=a=0 0 ≠ ≠ YYii,, a=a=11

For Jim: For Jim: 
Pill has a causal effect ifPill has a causal effect if YYjj,, a=a=0 0 ≠ ≠ YYjj,, a=a=11

Unfortunately, individual causal effects Unfortunately, individual causal effects 
cannot be determined because…cannot be determined because…
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Available data on Ian and JimAvailable data on Ian and Jim

??000000JimJim
11??1111IanIan
YYaa==11YYaa==00YYAAID

If untreated, A=0, Y =If untreated, A=0, Y = YYaa==0.0. and and YYaa==11 is missingis missing
If treated, A=1, Y =If treated, A=1, Y =YYaa==11 and and YYaa==00 is missingis missing
We refer to We refer to YYaa==00 and and YYaa==11 as counterfactual outcomes. as counterfactual outcomes. 
Counterfactual and actual outcomes are linked viaCounterfactual and actual outcomes are linked via

YYAA ==Y

ID

Y

robins
    For a binary (0,1) variable,     E[Y]=pr(Y=1)    The average of Y in the population is the proportion of 1's.
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Your table     God’s tableYour table     God’s table

000011001188
Pr(Pr(YYaa=1=1=1)=1)-- Pr(Pr(YYaa=0=0=1)= =1)= 

E(E(YYaa=0=0--YYaa=1=1)  = 0)  = 0
Pr(YPr(Y=1|A=1)=1|A=1)-- Pr(YPr(Y=1|A=0)==1|A=0)=

2/4 2/4 -- 1/4  =  1/4  =  1/41/4

000011001177
111111111166
111111111155
000000000044
000000000033
111100110022
000000000011
YYaa=1=1YYaa=0=0AAYYAAIDID

Association ≠≠ Causation: Confounding for the effect of A on Y
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Association Association vsvs Causation Causation 

Association (identifiable)Association (identifiable)

= E(Y|A=1)= E(Y|A=1)-- E(Y|A=0) = E(Y|A=0) = E(E(YYaa=1=1|A=1) |A=1) -- E(E(YYaa=0=0|A=0)|A=0)

Causation (not identifiable)Causation (not identifiable)

=     =     E(E(YYaa=1=1 -- YYaa=0=0)    =     )    =     E(E(YYaa=1=1 )   )   -- E (E (YYaa=0=0))





robins
crude risk difference

robins
causal risk difference=average causal effect

robins
proportion diseased if all treated -proportion diseased if all untreatedAverage of a difference (sum) is the difference (sum) of the averages.
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Association Association vsvs CausationCausation
Under randomization Under randomization 

((YYaa=1=1,,YYaa=0=0)         A)         A

Causation = AssociationCausation = Association

However, individual effect  However, individual effect  YYaa=1=1 -- YYaa=0=0 is still is still 
not identified   not identified   



  

robins
Treatment is not independent of Y if the null is false because Y is a function of A.2x2 table of A vs Y has OR and RR differ from 1 and RD different from 0

robins
Treatment is independent of any fixed pretreatment variable under randomization. Counterfactuals, like genes, are existing pretreatment variables that can only be observed later .2x2 table of A versus either     counterfactual has OR=RR=1 RD=0 
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Statistical Notation: and concepts

pr (A = a|Y = y) = fA|Y (a|y) = f (a|y) .

Note pr (A = 6|Y = 4) = fA|Y (6|4) but cannot write
f (6|4) since we do not know which variable is meant.

A joint probability distribution for (A, Y ) where a ∈
{1,2, 3} and y ∈ {0, 1,2, 3} .
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A/Y 0 1 2 3
1 .05 .06 .07 .08
2 .19 .11 .01 .13
3 .15 .01 .10 .04

.

1.What is pr (A = 1, Y = 0)? .05

1. Is this a probability distribution.?

Yes because

P
a,y pr (A= a, Y = y) =

Py=4
y=0

nPa=3
a=1 pr (A = a, Y = y)

o
=

P
a,y f (a, y) = 1 ie the sum of all entries in the table

is one.
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2. pr (A = 2) =

Py=4
y=0 pr (A= 2, Y = y) =

.19 + .11 + .01 + .13..

3.More generally

pr (A = a) = f (a) =
Py=4
y=0 f (a, y)
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4. E (A) =

P
a apr (A = a) =

P
a af (a) =

P
a a

nPy=4
y=0 f (a, y)

o
=

P
a
Py=4
y=0 af (a, y) =
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5. f (a|y) =

pr (A = a|Y = y) =

pr (A = a, Y = y) /pr (Y = y) =

pr (A = a, Y = y) /
P
a pr (A = a, Y = y) =

f (a, y)/
P
a f (a, y) ..

pr (A = 2|Y = 3) = .13/ {.08 + .13 + .04}
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f (a, y) =

f (a|y) f (y) =

f (y|a) f (a) .

Check for a = 2 and y = 3.
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If three variables (A, Y,L) , consider all possible or-
derings

L→ Y → A,Y → L→ A,L→A→ Y,

A→ L→ Y,A→ Y → L, Y → A→ L,

f (a, y, l) =

f (a|y, l) f (y|l) f (l) =

f (a|y, l) f (l|y) f (y) =

f (y|a, l) f (a|l) f (l) =

f (y|a, l) f (l|a) f (a) =

f (l|y, a) f (y|a) f (a) =

f (l|y, a) f (a|y) f (y) .
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Representation of conditional Representation of conditional 
independence of dichotomous independence of dichotomous 

variables A and Y given Lvariables A and Y given L
A Y|L=l for all l, A Y|L A Y|L=l for all l, A Y|L 
ORORAY|LAY|L=RR=RRAY|LAY|L=RR=RRYA|LYA|L=1, =1, 
RDRDAY|LAY|L=RD=RDYA|LYA|L=0=0
Pr[APr[A=1|Y=1,L]==1|Y=1,L]=Pr[APr[A=1|Y=0,L=1|Y=0,L
], ], 
Pr[YPr[Y=1|A=1,L]==1|A=1,L]=Pr[YPr[Y=1|A=0,L=1|A=0,L
],],
E[Y|A=1,L]=E[Y|A=0,L], E[Y|A=1,L]=E[Y|A=0,L], 
E[Y|A=1,L]=E[Y,L]E[Y|A=1,L]=E[Y,L]
E[Y|A=1,L]=E[Y|A=0,L], E[Y|A=1,L]=E[Y|A=0,L], 
E[Y|A=1]=E[Y]E[Y|A=1]=E[Y]
E[A|Y=1,L]=E[A|Y=0,L], E[A|Y=1,L]=E[A|Y=0,L], 
E[A|Y=1,L]=E[A|L]E[A|Y=1,L]=E[A|L]
f(a|y,lf(a|y,l)=)=f(a|lf(a|l), ), f(y|a,lf(y|a,l)=)=f(y|lf(y|l) ) 
forallforall ll
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Representation of independence of Representation of independence of 
dichotomous variables A and Ydichotomous variables A and Y

A YA Y
ORORAYAY=RR=RRAYAY=RR=RRYAYA=1, =1, 
RDRDAYAY=RD=RDYAYA=0=0
Pr[APr[A=1|Y=1]==1|Y=1]=Pr[APr[A=1|Y=0], =1|Y=0], 
Pr[YPr[Y=1|A=1]==1|A=1]=Pr[YPr[Y=1|A=0],=1|A=0],
E[Y|A=1]=E[Y|A=0], E[Y|A=1]=E[Y|A=0], 
E[Y|A=1]=E[Y]E[Y|A=1]=E[Y]
E[Y|A=1]=E[Y|A=0], E[Y|A=1]=E[Y|A=0], 
E[Y|A=1]=E[Y]E[Y|A=1]=E[Y]
E[A|Y=1]=E[A|Y=0], E[A|Y=1]=E[A|Y=0], 
E[A|Y=1]=E[A]E[A|Y=1]=E[A]
f(a|yf(a|y)=)=f(af(a), ), f(y|af(y|a)=)=f(yf(y),),
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No unmeasured confoundersNo unmeasured confounders
Suppose Suppose 

((YYaa=1=1,,YYaa=0=0)         A    ( so               ))         A    ( so               )
Suppose however, Suppose however, 

((YYaa=1=1,,YYaa=0=0)         A | L)         A | L

Then we say that Then we say that there are no unmeasured there are no unmeasured 
confounders for the effect of A on Yconfounders for the effect of A on Y

LL--Biased coin randomizationBiased coin randomization
Observational studies where L are all important Observational studies where L are all important 
confounders (though in practice we will need confounders (though in practice we will need 
sensitivity analysis)sensitivity analysis)

  





robins
Means independence within each level of L. False if dependent at even one level
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GG--formulaformula

Suppose (Suppose (YYaa=1=1,,YYaa=0=0)         )         AA | | LL , then  , then  

GG--formula is the formula is the direct standardizationdirect standardization ofof
E( E( YY | | AA = 1,= 1, L L ) 



EYa1   l EYa1 | L  l fLl

  l EYa1 | A  1,L  l fLl

  l EY | A  1,L  l fLl

) 

robins
law of total probability.f(l)=pr(L=l)Do not need sub L since l

robins
average ht is average ht in men times the proportion of men plus av ht of women times proportion women

robins
By independence

robins
By definition of Y in terms of counterfactuals
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Standardized Risk DifferenceStandardized Risk Difference

=     =     E(E(YYaa=1=1 -- YYaa=0=0)    =)    =

=     ∑=     ∑ll {{E(E(YYaa=1=1||A=1,lA=1,l) ) -- E(E(YYaa=0=0||A=0,lA=0,l)})}ffLL ((ll))



robins
risk difference in statum L=l

robins
weights is dist of L in total population
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When is L a non confounder?When is L a non confounder?
Suppose Suppose 

1.1. ((YYaa=1=1,,YYaa=0=0)         )         AA | | LL

2.2. LL YY | | A  or        LA  or        L AA

ThenThen
E (E (YYaa=1=1) = E() = E( YY | | A = 1A = 1))

BecauseBecause

∑∑ll {E({E(YY ||A=1,l A=1,l ) ) ffLL ((l l ) } = ∑) } = ∑ll {E({E(YY ||A=1,l A=1,l ) ) ffLL ((l l | | A=1A=1) } ) } 

If (1) and (2) hold,  then L is a If (1) and (2) hold,  then L is a nonnon--confounder andconfounder and

((YYaa=1=1,,YYaa=0=0)         )         A   and     A   and     E(E(YYaa=1=1 -- YYaa=0=0) =) =E(E( YY | | A = 1A = 1) ) -- E(E( YY | | A = 0A = 0) ) 



 



robins
We assume you can get effect if L is measured so we need 1. below. When can we still get causal effect without data on L. If Conditon 2 holds Mathematically when is the standardized RD equal to the crude RD. Answer: When 2 holds. 

robins
=E(Y|A=1)

robins
Conditonal on L randomization plus 2. imply unconditional randomization (no confounding)
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DAGSDAGS
((VV0,0,, , VV1,1,, …,, …,VVMM))

VV0                   0                   VV1                 1                 VV2                     2                     VV33

DagsDags::
Nodes are random variablesNodes are random variables
Edges are directed arrowsEdges are directed arrows
No directed cyclesNo directed cycles

robins
Think temporal ordering left to right. Arrows then must go from past to future.
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DAGSDAGS
((VV0,0,, , VV1,1,, …,, …,VVMM))

VV0                    0                    VV1                       1                       VV2                    2                    VV33

Statistical Statistical DagDag::

ExampleExample

fV  
m1

M

fVm|pam pam are the parents of Vm

fV  fV3|V1,V2  fV2|V0 fV1|V0  fV0
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DAGSDAGS
((VV0,0,, , VV1,1,, …,, …,VVMM))

VV0                    0                    VV1                       1                       VV2                        2                        VV33

ExampleExample

Complete Complete DagDag

fV  fV3|V1,V2  fV2|V0 fV1|V0  fV0

fV  fV3|V0,V1,V2 fV2|V0,V1 fV1|V0  fV0 

robins
statistical dag: equivalent definitions: Each variable is independent of all variables in its past given its parents                                                             Each variable is independent of its nondescendants given its parents.In this DAG V2 is independent of V1 given (within each level of) V0. 

robins
V2 is independent of V1 ie OR=1with each level of V0 if the the probabilty V2 takes any value is not predicted by V1.

robins
Given V0, V1 is not an independent predictor of (risk factor for) V2
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GG--Formula and DAGSFormula and DAGS

Intervention DAG: Cut 
arrows into A and set 
A=a

fa(Y,L) = f(Y|L,a) f(L)

fa(Y) = ∑l f(Y|l,a) f(l)

L         a YL         L         AA YY

f(f(Y,A,LY,A,L) =) = f(f(YY||L,AL,A) f() f(AA||LL) f() f(LL))
f(f(YY)= ∑)= ∑aa,,ll f(f(YY||l,al,a) f() f(aa||ll) f() f(ll))

Temporally ordered 
complete DAG

robins
Put Y=1. We get sum over l E(Y|L=l,A=a) f(l)
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GG--formula and DAGSformula and DAGS

Theorem:Theorem: If If YYaa A A || L then L then ffaa ((yy)=f)=f ((YYaa ==yy))
Proof: Proof: 

ffaa ((yy)= ∑)= ∑ll f(f(Y=yY=y||l,al,a) f() f(ll))
= ∑= ∑ll f(f(YYaa =y=y ||l,al,a) f() f(ll))
= ∑= ∑ll f(f(YYaa =y=y ||ll)) f(f(ll))
= = f(f(YYaa =y=y ) ) 



robins
old result if we put in y=1: G-formula gives mean of the counterfactual Ya. This generalizes to the probability of any level of Y
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Time dependent treatmentsTime dependent treatments

LL00 AA00 LL11 AA11 LL22 =Y=Y

f(f(LL22, A, A11 ,L,L11, A, A00 ,L,L00)) = f(= f(LL22 || AA11 ,L,L11, A, A00 ,L,L00) f() f(AA1 1 ||LL11, A, A00 ,L,L00) ) 
f(f(LL1 1 || AA00 ,L,L00) f() f(AA0 0 || LL00) f() f(LL00))

Temporally ordered complete DAG
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Time dependent treatmentsTime dependent treatments

Intervention DAG: cut arrows into Intervention DAG: cut arrows into AA0 0 and and AA1 1 and and 

set set AA0 0 = = aa0 0 ,, AA1 1 = = aa11

LL00 aa00 LL11 aa11 LL22 =Y=Y

fa0,a1L2,L1,L0   fL2|a1,L1,a0,L0 fL1|a0,L0 fL0 

fa0,a1L2    l0,l1
fL2|a1, l1,a0, l0 fl1|a0, l0 fl0 
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GG--formula and DAGSformula and DAGS

fa0,a1y  fYa0,a1  y

Theorem:Theorem: If there are If there are no unmeasured confoundersno unmeasured confounders
(sequential randomization holds) for the effect of Rx (sequential randomization holds) for the effect of Rx 
AA00 and and AA11 on on Y, that is,Y, that is,

thenthen

in particular, if the outcome is binary,

Ya0,a1  A0|L0 , Ya0,a1  A1|L0,L1,A0

in particular, if the outcome is binary,

fa0,a11  EYa0,a1 
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Causal DAGCausal DAG
Definition: A DAG is a Definition: A DAG is a causal DAGcausal DAG if for if for anyany ordered ordered 
subset subset ((AA00, A, A11 , A, A2,2, …, A…, AKK)) of variables in the DAGof variables in the DAG

1.1. The causal effect for the The causal effect for the remainingremaining variables                     variables                     
((LL00, L, L11 , L, L2,2, …, L…, LK+1K+1)) in the DAG is given by the Gin the DAG is given by the G--formulaformula

Or equivalently    Or equivalently    
2.2.

(Notational convention)(Notational convention)

fa0,a1,a2,...,aKl0, l1, . . . , lK1

L a0,a1,...,aK  Aj|L j , Aj1 for all j and all a0,a1, . . . ,aK

U  U0, . . . ,UK1  Uj  U0, . . . ,Uj
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ExampleExample

If If YYaa is is NOTNOT independent of independent of AA thenthen

AA YY

Is Is NOTNOT a causal grapha causal graph
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Theorem:Theorem: Given any two variables in a causal Given any two variables in a causal 
graph, all their common causes are in the graph graph, all their common causes are in the graph 
(even if unmeasured)(even if unmeasured)

Example: Example: 

L              A                YL              A                Y

Ya : a  A  A|L
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Causal Causal DAGsDAGs need not be complete: need not be complete: Missing Missing 
arrows means no direct effectarrows means no direct effect

Example: arrow from Example: arrow from VV11 to to VV3 3 missingmissing

VV00 VV11 VV2                2                VV33

If DAG is causal then If DAG is causal then VV11 does not have a direct does not have a direct 
effect on effect on VV3 3 when we set when we set VV00 and Vand V2,2, that is,that is,

does not depend on does not depend on vv11

Proof:    Proof:    

V3  V1|V0,V2

fv0,v1,v2v3  fV3  v3|V2  v2,V1  v1,V0  v0
fV3,v0,v1,v2  v3

 fV3  v3|V2  v2,V0  v0
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